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Purpose of the education session 

1. The purpose of this session is to summarise the principles of the accounting model 

being developed to recognise regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities arsing when 

an entity supplies goods or services subject to defined rate regulation.   

2. Previous discussions with the Board, particularly those on measurement held in 

December 2018, highlighted differences in understanding driven by a lack of clarity in 

the description of the model’s principles.  This resulted in the expression of mixed 

views for some of the proposed requirements of the model. 

3. We have refined the description of some of the model’s principles to make them 

clearer.  This is intended to support the Board in distinguishing the staff 

recommendations and tentative decisions that apply the principles of the model from 

those that are exceptions to those principles.  

4. In refining the description, we consider that no fundamental changes have been made 

to the principles used to develop the model and that most tentative decisions made by 

the Board remain consistent with those principles.  However, there are some tentative 

decisions that we plan to ask the Board to reconsider in light of the refined description 

of the model’s principles or to consider revised recommendations.  
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5. In this education session, we will discuss the following agenda papers:  

(a) Agenda Paper 9A Principles of the model: a summary provides a summary 

of the refined principles underlying the model. 

(b) Agenda Paper 9B Scope and recognition principles provides a summary of 

the refined scope and recognition principles of the model, also exploring 

the evolution of the description of these principles and introducing one new 

matter (fines) for the Board to consider.   

(c) Agenda Paper 9C Measurement principles provides a summary of the 

refined measurement principles of the model and highlights areas where 

the staff have reconsidered its previous analysis as a result of feedback 

provided by Board members in December 2018.  

6. The following agenda papers are provided for information purposes only: 

(a) Agenda Paper 9D Summary of tentative decisions made to date 

summarises the Board’s tentative decisions to date and outlines staff views 

on the consistency of those decisions with the refined description of the 

model in Agenda Papers 9A-9C. 

(b) Agenda Paper 9E Rate-regulated Activities: principles of the model—how 

the description has evolved outlines the refined principles summarised in 

Agenda Papers 9A-9C using a slide presentation; and 

(c) Agenda Paper 9F Rate-regulated Activities: examples of the model’s 

application contains numerical examples illustrating the application of the 

model’s principles. 

7. Throughout the education session, we will ask the Board for any suggestions to 

improve the understanding and clarity of the model’s principles.  We will also ask the 

Board whether any further analysis is required from the staff in respect of any of the 

topics discussed during this session.  

Next steps 

8. At a future meeting, we will discuss with the Board additional aspects of the model 

and ask the Board to reconsider some tentative decisions for aspects highlighted in 

this education session.  
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